
PRESENT  SIMPLE 

AFFIRMATIVE 

1) David ..................chocolates. (like) 

2) It ...................here in November. (rain) 

3) Liz ....................with her family in Italy. (live) 

4) George often ....................late. (arrive) 

5) The lesson ................at 6.00. (start) 

6) Kate and Jim ................English in Spain. (teach) 

7) Juan and Carmen.............in Madrid. (live) 

8) Harry ....................television every evening. (watch) 

9) I usually ..................to school by bus. (go) 

10) It never.................in this city. (snow) 

11) You never .................your teeth. (clean) 

12) Carol .................early every day. (get up) 

13) All the buses ................from this bus stop. (leave) 

14) Tina sometimes .......................the bus to school.(miss) 

15) I ..................before 6. (get up) 

16) We usually ....................a holiday in August. (take) 

17) I often .....................in the shower. (sing) 

18) Pat sometimes ........................football on Sunday. (play) 

19) You never ..................your homework. (finish) 

20) Our teacher always ......................a tie. (wear) 

 

NEGATIVE AND QUESTION 

 

1) Our teacher ...........................to school. (not walk) 

2) Where ............................................(Helen live)? 

3) We ..................................to the cinema on Friday. (not go) 

4) ............................................................(David ride) a bike? 

5) .............................................................(you play) football after school? 

6) They .............................................oranges. (not like) 

7)  My friends.......................................near my house.(not live) 

8) I ......................................fruit. (not eat) 

9) Alice and Mike ........................................late. (not arrive) 

10) Jack ................................home at 8. (not leave) 

11) They ................................Italian. (not speak) 

12) ..................................................(you live) in Australia? 

13) .................................................(Anna play) basketball? 

14) Where .............................................(Anna play) basketball? 

15) When ............................................(you usually get up? 

 



PRESESNT CONTINUOUS. 

 

AFFIRMATIVE 

 

Dear Jim,  

We .......................................(have) a terrible holiday. It ....................(rain) . I ........................(sit) 

in the apartment. I ................................(watch) television. Tom and Peter 

.................................(play) computer games. Alice .........................(read) a book. Susan 

................................(make) a cup of coffee. The baby ................................(cry) . 

I want to go home. 

See you soon, 

George 

 

 

Change the statements into questions. 

 

1) I’m making lot of noise. 

2) Clare is reading. 

3) You are watching the news. 

4) It is snowing. 

5) You  are watching the news. 

6) The bus is stopping. 

7) David is enjoying his holiday. 

8) They  are sitting here. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Change the statements into negative. 



 

1) It is raining. 

2)  Tim is studying. 

3) We’re talking. 

4) You’re listening to me. 

5) Katherine is lying. 

6) They are waiting for us. 

7) Anna’s having a good time. 

8) I’m reading at the moment. 

 

Correct each sentence or question. Use the present continuous form. 

 

1) I playing tennis with you. 

2) You’re coming to the cinema tonight? 

3) John and Mandy don’t going to the beach. 

4) Is Emma and Sam flying to America? 

5) Where is Anna?  She’s walk on the beach. 

6) We not studying French at school this year. 

7) You have a good time? 

8) I aren’t watching the TV. Turn it off. 

9) Fred are eating a sandwich for his lunch. 

10) Are waiting they for a bus? 

 

  

 


